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� World Space Week this year is themed around ‘Space and Sustainability’.
� World Space Week’ is celebrated every year between October 4 and October 10 to commemorate the

launch of Sputnik-1 - earth’s first artificial satellite - on October 4, 1957 as well as to observe the signing
of the historical treaty for “peaceful use of outer space”, 10 years later on October 10, 1967.

About Space Sustainability
� It is about ensuring that all humanity can continue to use outer space for peaceful purposes and socioeconomic

benefit now and in the long term.
� This will require international cooperation, discussion, and agreements designed to ensure that outer space is

safe, secure, and peaceful.
Outer Space Treaty

� Formally the Treaty on Principles Governing the Activities of States in the Exploration and Use of Outer
Space, including the Moon and Other Celestial Bodies is a treaty that lays the foundation of international
space law.

Features are part of the Outer Space Treaty:
� Prohibition of placing weapons of mass destruction in space or on any celestial body.
� Limits use of celestial bodies to peaceful purposes
� Prohibits use of celestial bodies for testing weapons of any kind, establishing military bases or conducting

military maneuvers of any kind
� Forbids any country from claiming a resource from any celestial body as its own and treats them as common

heritage of mankind
� Makes countries liable for any damages caused by their space objects.

Challenges to Space Sustainability
� Orbital crowding: It poses a direct threat to the operations and safety of a mission and is likely to cause legal

and insurance-related conflicts.
� Space debris: After the completion of a mission, an ‘end-of-life protocol’ requires space objects to be moved to

the graveyard orbit or to a low altitude.
o Neither of the options is sustainable in the long run.
� Solar and magnetic storms: Other causes of concern are solar and magnetic storms which potentially damage

communication systems.
o Such space weather threats need to be addressed along with the efforts to identify the terrestrial carbon footprint

of outer space missions.
� Militarization of space: Given the development of new and emerging space technologies, the rapid militarisation

and securitisation of space, and the growing distrust amongst nations in the domain, space activity is only set to
increase and acquire a more national security-oriented focus.

� Large scale Development of ASAT: This is already visible in several countries around the world. There has
been a recent uptick in the development and testing of destructive anti-satellite (ASAT) weapons, with 26 tests
in the past two decades conducted by the four countries that have access to these weapons (US, Russia, China,
and India).

Steps taken by India to ensure space sustainability:
� India hosts promising start-ups like Agnikul and Skyroot, which are developing launch vehicles for small

payloads, and Dhruva Space, which works on high-tech solar panels for satellites and satellite deployers.
� ISRO has initiated ‘Project NETRA’ to monitor space debris which would aid further planning on protecting

space assets.
� India and the U.S. signed a new pact for monitoring space objects at the 2+2 dialogue. The controlled anti-

satellite weapons (ASAT) tests and the risk of collisions must be collectively addressed.
� To provide in-orbit servicing, ISRO is developing a docking experiment called ‘SPADEX’. This would

not only ensure the longevity of a mission but would also provide a futuristic option to combine missions/experiments.
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Way Forward
� Sustainable practices in outer space would directly help reduce orbital crowding and collision risk while

nurturing future technologies.
� The Plan for Space Sustainability, which includes private industries, is a timely move.
� Collective effort by all space

players, with the active role of
the UN COPUOS (United
NationsCommittee on the
Peaceful Uses of Outer Space)
or the United Nations Office for
Outer  Space Affairs
(UNOOSA), is needed to set
equitable standards for the ease
of activities.

� India has always emphasised
cost-effective and efficient
missions with problem-solving
applications. Its debris footprint is
minuscule; it has 114 debris
among the 25,182 pieces, of sizes
larger than 10 cm, in the lower
earth orbits.

� The UK’s Astro Carta idea throws light on the need for addressing the principles and rules that guide the
activities of entities in outer space.

Conclusion
� The role of public and private sector should be encouraged with a set of sustainability guidelines to ensure

optimum utilization of resources and increase the safety and productivity of missions.


